An analysis of the SAT 2005 sub-competition on random instances is given. This year this (sub-)competition set-up was geared to establish a basic setting, focusing on the instances near the (infamous) "50% densities", so first we have to establish a more quantitative understanding of phase transitions here. We present extended empirical results, clearly showing that the models used before, which are motivated by large-scale considerations, are inadequate at the relatively small scale considered here. Then the series' and all individual instances used in the competition are described. We give a formal definition of the competition evaluation, and analyse the results of the competition, looking into the details of the scoring mechanism as well as into alternative evaluation methods.
Introduction
The SAT 2005 solver competition has three sub-competitions: the "i-competition" on so-called "industrial benchmarks", the "h-competition" on so-called "handmade benchmarks", and the "r-competition" on random CNF. Each sub-competition itself has three sub-competitions regarding the selection of benchmarks, namely considering all benchmarks or only satisfiable or only unsatisfiable benchmarks. In this article we discuss the r-competition in detail, considering first the choice of benchmarks, then discussing the evaluation criteria for the solver results, and finally interpreting the outcome. In the final section we give some recommendations for the next r-competition (planned for SAT 2007).
The goals for the build of the r-competition can be seen on the one hand in finding a basic selection of challenging benchmarks (which are "just right", neither too hard nor too easy), and on the other hand in setting up a reasonably fair evaluation framework. Unlike the iand h-competition with their wide ranges of very diverse benchmarks, the r-competition is based on quite predictable benchmarks (this is after all the main advantage in using random formulas), and thus an especially fine-tuned evaluation scheme for the r-competition is conceivable. However, all sub-competitions are using the same uniform evaluation scheme; this year's SAT competition actually introduced a new evaluation scheme, giving up the previously used more "qualitative" (and very simple) evaluation (see [4] ), and setting up a purely quantitative (and more complex) scoring scheme. Within this framework, it seems fair to say that that both goals have been realised: The benchmarks allowed to clearly distinguish the strongest solvers, and the new evaluation scheme molded the multidimensional aspects of "the strongest solver" (which depend on several parameters) into one coherent picture. Further argumentation one finds in the rest of the paper.
The choice of benchmarks
For the selection of benchmarks we wanted to establish a new basic standard, so we considered only those formulas which have attracted most attention, namely random k-CNF near the assumed phase transition (from almost always satisfiable to almost always unsatisfiable). The case k = 3 is of greatest interest here, but we believe that a better understanding of random formulas needs to consider mixed clause-sizes (as was demonstrated with the well-known "2 + p"-model; see [14] ), and so as a first step we considered also k = 5, 7. Even asymptotically the notion of phase transition for SAT is yet not well understood, and for "finite sizes" the situation is even less clear; as we discuss in Section 2, a good "finite approximation" of the location of "the phase transition" is to consider the density ρ = d 1 ( 1 2 , n, k) where 50% of all random k-CNF's are satisfiable (for a given number n of variables), and so the benchmarks aim at giving a random sampling of random 3, 5, 7-CNF near the 50%-density for interesting n-values (which here always denotes the number of variables).
Due to time constraints, the r-competition can only consider very small sample sizes; for each pair of k, n, ρ considered (clause-length, number of variables, density), which makes a "series" in the language of the SAT competition, only 10 benchmarks are allowed. Just creating 10 random formulas, also for ρ ≈ d 1 ( 1 2 , n) with high chance some series are very biased towards having nearly only satisfiable or nearly only unsatisfiable instances, which is intolerable here since it would basically ruin the series (the incomplete solvers cannot handle the unsatisfiable instances at all, while having too many satisfiable instances does not allow to differentiate between complete solvers, which are more geared towards unsatisfiable instances). So the benchmarks had to be created in such a way that the right balance between satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances was guaranteed. Of course, randomness had also to be guaranteed, and thus selecting such instances were pre-decision was successful (leaving out other instances) is not an option. Complete solvers currently can handle only quite small instances (called "medium size instances" here), for which the spread of running times is still feasible, and thus all medium size instances have been pre-decided. 1. For incomplete solvers the situation is different however, since at problem sizes challenging for these solvers the variation of run times are enormous; as the reader can see with Table 5 , the larger series with the large size benchmarks still contain instances which not only no solver from the competition could solve, but which have not been solved until 1 . Randomness is guaranteed by just choosing the first 5 satisfiable and the first 5 unsatisfiable instances given by the random generator, without skipping instances; given enough time, this can be done.
today. So here a different approach had to be used: All instances should be satisfiable, and they should be satisfiable "by construction" (no pre-decision needed -currently likely no unsatisfiable instance of this size (and near the 50%-density) could be solved by any means provided on this planet). So densities ρ k where chosen which seem to be well below the 50%-density so that all instances should be satisfiable, while still close enough to the 50%-density to be challenging.
The results
Progress with complete solvers on random formulas is slow and arduous. This year the winner of last year, kcnfs-2004, was still dominant. It seems that the second solver, march dl, was aiming more to be an all-round-solver (much more so than kcnfs-2004, which outside its domain of random CNF does not show good performance) and so couldn't mess with kcnfs-2004 on random formulas (especially on longer clause-lengths, where march dl shows quite weak performance, likely due to the fact, that march dl in its preprocessing translates all formulas into 3-CNF).
Incomplete solvers (especially local search solvers) have always been strong on random formulas, and this year is no exception. Last year's winner, adaptnovelty, was clearly beaten by the new champ, ranov, quite clearly dominating the competition on satisfiable (random) formulas. ranov also achieved the highest score on all random formulas, which seems not unreasonable, while kcnfs-2004 achieved a creditable third rank here; 2. however, there are serious doubts whether it makes sense to compare solvers which are only capable of solving satisfiable instances with complete SAT solvers, and thus for the final official ranking only complete solvers have been taken into account in the all-instances sub-competition.
Outline of this article
In Section 2 we present an excerpt of our own experimental work on the satisfiability phase transition, which started with [9, 10]. The basic problem here is to get reasonable predictions for the 50% density function d 1 ( 1 2 , n, k); we review shortly the existing experimental studies in the literature, and our material clearly demonstrates that none of these approaches, which are motivated by "large scale" considerations, gives a good approximation for the given "small scale". In order to make the motivation for these approaches comprehensible, we also give a basic review on "scaling". Table 1 gives by far the most comprehensive experimental data on the location of 50% densities so far, while with model (2) a numerically quite reasonable general model for the probability of satisfiability of arbitrary random 3-CNF is given; the derived model (3) for d 1 (p, n), the density of random 3-CNF with n variables having a satisfiability probability p, is for the special case of p = 1 2 not much worse than the special models (7), (8), (9), (10) and (11) obtained for the 50% density (only for clauselength k = 3; for greater clause-length at this time not enough numerical information has been gathered to obtain a similarly detailed picture). While these special models either 2. That actually both incomplete and complete solvers were among the three highest scores in the allformulas sub-competition can be seen as an success of the new evaluation method, which in a somewhat unpredictable way takes many factors into consideration.
stipulate the threshold density or the critical exponent (by using some external reasoning), with model (12) we were able to fit all parameters numerically, obtaining a model offering by far the best fit (as always in this article, this holds only for the range of n-values considered). In Section 3 we explain the choices and properties of our benchmarks. Section 4 then discusses the evaluation of the competition. Subsection 4.1 precisely defines the scoring method, while Subsection 4.2 presents the solver evaluations in detail. We conclude in Section 5 with a resume on this year's competition and an outlook on the next competition. The appendices contain comprehensive experimental data (including a detailed description of each single benchmark, and a complete alternative analysis, based on lexicographical ordering).
The satisfiability threshold for random formulas
Since we decided to focus this year's r-competition on instances close to the "50% densities", we need to know how they can be defined and how to compute them. In Subsection 2.1 we (curtly) review the model for random formulas used here and what is known (especially numerically) about the "threshold" and the "phase transition". The extensive computer experiments performed by us so far led to a first (preliminary) general model (1) for the probability that a random 3-CNF is satisfiable. Then in Subsection 2.2 we have a closer look at the 50% densities for 3-CNF, based on the experimental data presented in Table 1 .
Since our experimental results are only applicable to clause-size k = 3 and medium number of variables (and thus only here we have a quite precise knowledge about the 50% densities), here is what we have done for the other situations:
1. For the large size instances of random 3-CNF we have chosen the constant density 4.2.
Recall that we want to make sure that all these formulas are satisfiable; now there are no indications that the 50% densities for 3-CNF will ever fall below 4.24, and thus, using the (assumed) increasing sharpness of the phase transition with increasing n, the probability of finding an unsatisfiable formula at density 4.2 for the values of n considered here should be very low.
2. Clause-size k = 5:
It is known that 18.79 < T(5) < 21.33 holds for the (assumed) random 5-CNF threshold T(5) (see [2, 1] ); [13] predicts T(5) ≈ 21.117.
(a) For the medium size instances we have chosen a fixed density 21.3, which according to our experience is an estimation which is "good enough".
(b) For the large size instances we chose the fixed density 20.
3. Clause-size k = 7:
It is known that 84.82 < T(7) < 87.88 holds for the (assumed) random 7-CNF threshold T(7) (see [2, 1] ); [13] predicts T(7) ≈ 87.79.
(a) For medium size instances the fixed density 89 was chosen; though outside of the (proven) interval for the (assumed) threshold value, according to our experimentations this density is close to the 50% density for the considered n-values, which is vindicated by Table 4 .
(b) For large size instances we chose the density 85.
The fixed clause-length model for random formulas
We use the standard model for fixed clause-length random formulas, where for given k, c, n ∈ N 0 we consider all 2 k · n k clauses of fixed size k (without repetitions and without clashing literals) over variables 1, . . . , n, and where all (2 k · n k ) c clause-sequences ("random CNF formulas") of length c are equally likely. Now Pr ε (k, c, n) is the probability, that such a random CNF is satisfiable (ε = 1) resp. unsatisfiable (ε = 0). Following the more general notation from [10], allowing also for mixed clause-sizes, I will actually use the notation Pr ε (ρ · ∆ k , n) := Pr ε (k, round(ρ · n), n), where round : R ≥0 → N 0 is standard rounding to the nearest integer; ρ here is called the density. Figure 1 shows experimental data on the threshold behaviour of the satisfiability probabilities Pr 1 (ρ · ∆ 3 , n) for variable numbers n in the range from 100 to 400 and densities ρ from 4.0 to 4.6. We see that the curves are turning from strictly increasing to strictly decreasing between densities 4.2 and 4.3; this behaviour is called the threshold phenomenon, and a generally accepted conjecture (the "Satisfiability Threshold Conjecture") is, that for every k ∈ N, k ≥ 2 there is a critical density T(k) ∈ R >0 , such that for all ε > 0 we have lim n→∞ Pr 1 ((T(k) + ε) · ∆ k , n) = 0 and lim n→∞ Pr 1 ((T(k) − ε) · ∆ k , n) = 1. Up to now only T(2) = 1 has been proven, while the existence of T(k) for k ≥ 3 is open; see [2, 1] for the currently best bounds for k ≥ 4.
Actually a more striking picture is generally believed: In Figure 2 basically the same data as in Figure 1 is shown, but this time all data is entered into one diagram, with the density on the x-axis, while the number of variables is constant for each curve. We see a critical point emerging at around density 4.243, with a critical probability of around 0.565. The conjecture is, that for every k ∈ N, k ≥ 2 such a picture emerges for large n; the critical density then must be the threshold T(k). Moreover it is believed that there are scaling functions χ −1 k : R →]0, 1[ such that for "large n" the following equation is "nearly precise":
ν k is called the critical exponent. See [10] for some general information on this approach, while [16] proves that if ν k exists, then ν k ≥ 2 must hold; only for the case k = 2 this approach has been verified (with ν 2 = 3) in [5] . We remark here, that the critical probability 0.565 experimentally observed for k = 3 and small values for n is not too far away from 1 2 , and thus the general (often erroneous) association of the threshold density with the "50% density" is possibly not too far away from the truth. Now how to get numerical information out of this general approaches? Ignoring the assumption of "large n", our best guess at this time is to use (1) for curve fitting. Purely The functions ρ → Pr 1 (ρ · ∆ 3 , n) for n = 160 to n = 300 in steps of ∆n = 20; for all observations the sample size is at least 50000. The points plotted as empty circles are the observations for the minimal n, while the full circles are the observation for the maximal n; the approximation for the critical point is obtained by "visual inspection".
based on numerical considerations, our best guess for the scaling function χ 3 at this time is χ −1
e x +e −x . Using a considerable amount of data collected in the OKdatabase (see [10] for an early overview), curve fitting yields the following quite reasonable model 3. :
We see that the threshold-approximation of 4.245 obtained by this approach is quite close to the above "critical density" 4.243; for recent claims coming from statistical physics that T(3) ≈ 4.267 (see [13] ) there must be a reversal of direction for larger n, which cannot be seen in the experimental data for the medium size values of n considered.
Stipulating that ρ → Pr 1 (ρ · ∆ k , n) is continuous and strictly decreasing (for fixed n), we denote by d 1 (p, n) for 0 < p < 1 the unique density ρ with Pr 1 (ρ · ∆ k , n) = p. Model (2) then yields the model
(where arctanh is the inverse of tanh). For p = 1 2 we obtain a reasonable model for the ((in)famous) 50% densities, which are closer examined in the following subsection.
Approximating the "50%-density"
Here we want to have a closer look at d
, n) (following the tradition [8, 7] ), the density where for given n the satisfiability probability is 1 2 (we consider only k = 3 here); if n goes to infinity, then d 1 ( 1 2 , n) tends to T(3) (if existent), and, as already remarked, the "magical probability" 1 2 is not too far away from the experimentally observed critical probability 0.565 (at least for small n). The approach is to compute approximations d 1 (0.5, n) by statistical sampling, and then to use curve fitting to obtain a model.
According to the definition Pr 1 (ρ · ∆ 3 , n) actually is a step function (that is, piecewise constant), and thus can not be directly used for the definition of d 1 (p, n). Instead, we have to consider Pr 1 (ρ · ∆ 3 , n) at ρ = m n for m ∈ N, and we have to extend this function continuously so that the resulting function is injective. The natural choice is to use splines of order at least 1. In this article we consider the simplest case of order 1, that is, linear interpolation. So let ρ l (p, n) (the "left density") for 0 < p < 1 and n ∈ N be m n for the maximal m ∈ N such that Pr 1 ( m n · ∆ 3 , n) > p, and let ρ r (p, n) := ρ l (p, n) + 1 n (the "right density"), whiled 1 (p, n) is the density where the line through the observed frequencies at densities ρ l (p, n) and ρ r (p, n) yields the frequency p.
In Table 1 our experimental observations on the computation ofd 1 (0.5, n) are given, while the plotted points in Figure 3 showd 1 (0.5, n) itself (see also Figure 4 for an enlarged view). The minimal number of variables considered is the minimal sensible value at all, namely n = 3. We remark here, that by using the results from [15] we can precisely 3. the residual standard error is 0.014709 on 2707 degrees of freedom (where these observations are averages obtained from several hundred million runs of OKsolver on random formulas), and the coefficient of determination between observed and predicted values is r 2 = 0.9988937
, where the precise value is rounded correctly to the given precision, validating the statistical data at this one point. See [10] for more information (including statistical quality indicators; an updated report using the extended data set will be made available in due course). From the general model (1) for Pr 1 (ρ · ∆ k , n) we obtain the general basic approach
Values for ν 3 from the literature are:
1.
[8] ν 3 ≈ 3 2 = 1.5 by finite size scaling;
2.
[7] ν 3 ≈ 5 3 = 1.6 by fitting a 50% curve;
3.
[16] proves ν 3 ≥ 2 (provided that ν 3 makes sense at all; for our range this result might well not be applicable).
Fixing the critical exponent to one of these three values, we can use linear regression; all three regression curves are shown in Figure 3 , and as the reader can see, none of these models gives a reasonable approximation of the observed data (with the smallest critical exponent 3 2 as the "winner" here). Instead of fixing the critical exponent, we can fix the approximation for the threshold T(3) and use linear regression in the form
to compute log(χ 3 (0.5)) and − 1 ν 3
. Using the approximation x c = 4.245 (see model (3)) resp. x c = 4.243 (see Figure 2 ) we obtain the models
resp. d
These models are also displayed in Figure 3 , and they provide a better fit; actually they look quite good, but this is deceiving, since the scale on the density axis is very large.
One can argue that considering "too small" values of n spoils the picture, and thus in Figure 4 we only consider data points for n ≥ 100. The fit indeed now is better; the resulting approximations are as follows: Table 1 ) together with seven regression curves. First the three models from the literature (recognisable by their poor fit), shown by a solid line, dashed line, and a dotted lines respectively (with increasing critical exponent). Then the two alternative models (with a better fit; hardly distinguishable): model (5) shown by a dotted-dashed line, and (6) by a long-dashed line. Finally two models derived from global models are shown: Using p = 1 2 in (3) by a line with two dots followed by a long dash, while the second global model from [10] by a line with two long dashes followed by a dot (these two models offer a reasonable approximation).
Again, model (11) seems to provide the best fit. Finally, taking a purely empirical standpoint and performing non-linear regression (least-squares) for all three parameters T(3), χ 3 (p), ν 3 ∈ R >0 in model (4); we obtain
This model is shown as the solid line in Figure 4 with the best fit. However also with this method we do not obtain a satisfactory model over the whole range of n-values we considered.
The selection of benchmarks
In Table 2 in the appendix the information about the series with medium size benchmarks are summarised. For each clause-length k ∈ {3, 5, 7} there are 7 series of benchmarks, each containing 10 benchmarks with a fixed number of (formal) variables and a density near the 50%-density, 5 of them are satisfiable, 5 unsatisfiable (predetermined with OKsolver). For clause-size k = 3 we have used the data discussed in Subsection 2.2 (with some fluctuations, which we consider to be negligible here).
All instances have been created using OKgenerator (see [9, 11] ), a strong random formula generator based on AES (the new encryption standard, replacing DES), which allows platform-independent replicable creation of large numbers of large size formulas (also for mixed clause-sizes and for non-boolean variables). In Table 4 for all medium size instances information is given on how to create them, whether they are satisfiable or unsatisfiable, and how successful the solvers were on them. The creation process started with a certain seed, solving all instances until 5 satisfiable and 5 unsatisfiable instances have been obtained, and the first 5 instances have been chosen in each case. 4.
In Table 3 in the appendix the information about the series with large size benchmarks are summarised. For each clause-length k ∈ {3, 5, 7} there are 6 series of benchmarks, each containing 10 benchmarks with a fixed number of (formal) variables and a density near but below the 50%-density, so that all of them are likely to be satisfiable (most instances have been solved before the competition, some other instances have been solved during the competition, but there remain for the larger sizes unsolved instances). Again in Table 5 the specifics about the instances are given (how to create them with OKsolver, whether they are known to be satisfiable or unsolved, and the success rate of solvers). 
The evaluation
After giving in Subsection 4.1 a formal definition of the "official" evaluation method (the "scoring method") of the SAT 2005 competition, in Subsection 4.2 then we discuss the results of the (r-)competition. First the sub-competition on unsatisfiable instances in subsection 4.2.1, then the sub-competition on satisfiable instances in subsection 4.2.2, and finally the sub-competition on all instances in subsection 4.2.3.
We will see that regarding the scoring method in all three sub-competitions we have a clear winner, but when considering the different clause-sizes on its own, then the situation is less clear (for the unsat-sub-competition regarding the second and the third place, for the sat-sub-competition regarding all three places): For each clause-size alone there is always a best solver, but since this solver varies, it is only the "genius" of the scoring method which integrates these partial results into one result. Obviously this is especially the case for the all-instances sub-competition, since it is completely unclear how to compare incomplete and complete solvers.
One can argue that the scoring method makes the competition very unpredictable due to the global nature of the scoring method (how much a solver gains depends also on the other solvers), but it seems to be as close as we can get at this time towards a "fair" method (where the scoring method acts like a kind of Delphian oracle).
Review of the evaluation method
A competition C for us is a tuple C = (S, B, S, Sb, time, timeout, sat), where
• S is a (finite) set; the elements s ∈ S are called solvers.
• B is a (finite) set; the elements b ∈ B are called benchmarks.
• S is a partition of B (a set of disjoint non-empty subsets of B whose union is B); the elements S ∈ S are called series'.
• Sb ⊆ S × B; the elements (s, b) ∈ Sb are the pairs of solvers s which solved the benchmark b.
• time : Sb → R ≥0 with time ≤ timeout; it is time(s, b) the running time of solver s on benchmark b.
• timeout : Sb → R >0 ; timeout(s, b) is the time out of solver s on benchmark b.
• sat : B → {0, 1} specifies for each benchmark b ∈ B whether b is considered to be satisfiable (in case of sat(b) = 1) or unsatisfiable (sat(b) = 0).
Some remarks:
1. Instead of using real numbers we could use rational numbers.
2. Times are always measured in seconds. 5. As usual for relations, we use Sb(s) for the set of benchmarks solver s solved, and Sb −1 (b) for the set of solvers which solved benchmark b.
6. Usually before the competition starts the map sat : B → {0, 1} is only partially defined; during the competition some new values for sat(b) may be added, and also possibly some values are redefined (or un-defined). However, for the evaluation finally every benchmark (or "problem instance") has to be categorised. For the SAT 2005 competition all medium size random instances have been sat-decided in advance, while all large size random instances are considered to be satisfiable (for most of these instances this was verified in advance, while for the remaining instances the choice of the densities should guarantee that they are satisfiable with very high probability 5. ).
A competition C determines three sub-competitions:
• C 0,1 = C is the all-instances competition;
• C 0 is the only-unsatisfiable-instances competition, obtained from C by restricting B to B 0 := sat −1 (0), keeping S, and restricting the other components of C accordingly.
• C 1 is the only-satisfiable-instances competition, obtained from C by restricting B to B 1 := sat −1 (0), keeping S, and restricting the other components of C accordingly.
We emphasise that for the sub-competitions only benchmarks were discarded, not solvers; thus complete solvers participate also at the only-satisfiable-instances competition (though with low chances), and the incomplete solvers participate also at the only-unsatisfiableinstances competition (though at this time, where no incomplete solver was able to handle unsatisfiable instances, they all ended up not solving any instance here). The evaluation process is defined for arbitrary competitions C; applied to the sub-competitions C 0,1 , C 0 , C 1 one obtains the ranking for the all-instances (sub-)competition, only-unsatisfiable-instances (sub-)competition and only-satisfiable-instances (sub-)competition respectively. The evaluation parameters are given by the tuple (stpp, stspf, stsf, tss, fss), where
• stpp ∈ R ≥0 is the standard problem purse. The value used for the SAT 2005 competition is stpp = 1000. (This value serves only as a standardisation factor, so that one gets "pleasant numbers".)
5. though it seems, that current knowledge does not allow to make any more precise statements here
• stspf ∈ R ≥0 is the standard speed factor ; we define the standard speed purse as stspp := stspf · stpp. The value used for the SAT 2005 competition is stspf = 1, and thus stspp = 1000. (As a result, problem purse and speed purse all in all have equal importance.)
• stsf ∈ R ≥0 is the standard series factor ; we define the standard series purse as stsp := stsf · stpp. The value used for the SAT 2005 competition is stsf = 3, and thus stspp = 3000. (We will see in Tables 8 and 7 , that due to this choice the series purse is less important than each of problem purse and speed purse.)
• tss ∈ N is the threshold for series size. For the SAT 2005 competition we have tss = 5.
• fss ∈ R ≥0 is the factor for small series'. For the SAT 2005 competition we have fss = Given a competition C and an evaluation parameter tuple e, we define in the following the scoring function score C,e : S → R ≥0 which yields a ranking of the solvers (the higher the score, the better the solver). The main equation is score(s) := pp(s) + spp(s) + sp(s),
• pp : S → R ≥0 gives the problem purse of solver s, defined as
• spp gives the speed purse of solver s, defined as • Finally let Ss := {(s, S) ∈ S × S : Sb(s) ∩ S = ∅} be the relation between solver and series' expressing that the solver solved at least one instance of the series (so that Ss(s) is the set of series' solved by solver s, while Ss −1 (S) is the set of solvers which solved series S). Now We remark here, that since every series of medium size random instances has exactly 5 satisfiable and 5 unsatisfiable instances, while every large size random series has exactly 10 satisfiable instances (and 0 unsatisfiable), for all three sub-competitions the speed purse of every series is always 3000 (since the second case in the definition of sp(S) here never applies).
The sum over all problem purses of all solvers equals the sum over all speed purses (due to stspf = 1), namely A final remark on the choice of the evaluation parameters: As we will see in the sequel, fortunately the winners of the three sub-competitions turn out to be independent of the choice of these parameters, however the second and the third places can be altered for all three sub-competitions by reducing the standard speed factor and/or increasing the standard series factor. So the final outcome contains an element of arbitrariness, but this is hardly surprising, and furthermore quite big changes are needed to change ranks two and below. In the future a sensitivity analysis might be appropriate when deciding on the final result and the final values of the evaluation parameters, but in this article we stick to the given values. Table 8 gives the scores of the solvers on unsatisfiable instances. The clear winner (not only with the total score, but also in all three partial scores) is kcnfs-2004, the winner of last year's competition. On the second place we have march dl, and on the third place Dew Satz 1a. march dl has a slightly worse problem purse than Dew Satz 1a, a slightly better series purse, and a much better speed purse. The fourth-place solver wllsatv1 is worse than these three solvers in all partial scores.
The results

Unsatisfiable instances only
The series solved by the first three solvers: We see that march dl has problems with higher clause-sizes (likely due to the fact, that all clauses are translated into 3-clauses in the preprocessing phase), but is comparable to kcnfs-2004 for clause-size 3. A closer look at the performance per clause-length is given in Tables 9, 10 and 11, where we give the details of the behaviour of all solvers on unsatisfiable instances for (fixed) k = 3, 5, 7, ranked lexicographically as follows: Each solver gets assigned a 14-tuple of numbers, where the first 7 numbers give the number of instances not solved in the series with n = 600, . . . , 300, while the last 7 entries give the average running time of the solver on the instances it solved in the respective series ("+∞" if the solver didn't solve the instance); now a solver is ranked higher than another solver if its associated vector is lexicographically smaller than the associated vector of the other solver.
We see again, that kcnfs-2004 is superior for all three clause-lengths; furthermore kcnfs-2004 and march dl are far superior over all other solvers on clause-length 3, both in speed and solving capability, and the high speed purse march dl got for k = 3 overcompensated its poor results for k = 5, 7. Table 7 gives the scores of the solvers on satisfiable instances. The clear winner (also in all three partial scores) is ranov. The second place takes g2wsat, and the third place vw (g2wsat has a slightly better problem purse, a slightly worse series purse, and a much better speed purse). The fourth-place solver rpaws10 is clearly worse than vw regarding problem and series purse (but somewhat better than vw regarding the speed purse -it seems vw carries its name for good reasons).
Satisfiable instances only
The series solved (all three solvers solved all medium size series, so they are not reported here):
1. ranov for clause-sizes k = 3 : n = 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10000 5 : n = 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000 7 : n = 120, 140, 160, 200 2. g2wsat for clause-sizes k = 3 : n = 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10000, 12000 5 : n = 500 7 : n = 120, 140, 160, 180 3. vw for clause-sizes k = 3 : n = 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10000, 12000 5 : n = 500, 600, 700, 800 7 : n = 120, 140
We see that ranov misses out for (k, n) = (3, 12000), while g2wsat shows disastrous performance for k = 5. As before, in Tables 12, 13 and 14 we give the details of the behaviour of all solvers on unsatisfiable instances for (fixed) k = 3, 5, 7, ranked lexicographically. We see that vw, g2wsat and rpaws10 are somewhat better than ranov for k = 3, but that ranov (and also vw, but to a lesser degree) got especially high problem and series purses for k = 5, and that ranov is also superior for k = 7, earning high problem scores.
All instances
In Table 6 we show the scores of the solvers in the all-instances sub-competition. We see that the scores of the leading incomplete solvers (which solved only satisfiable instances) are invariant (are the same as in the only-sat instances sub-competition), while the scores of complete solvers change: to their problem and speed purses the purses earned on satisfiable instances are added, while the series purses get diminished since all the series they solved are solved easily by incomplete solvers. The two leading incomplete solvers come first, and then comes the leading complete solver (who is especially strong regarding the speed-purse).
Now it was decided that only "complete solvers" (meaning that they solved at least one unsatisfiable random instance) are eligible for an official ranking here, and so only the framed solvers in Table 6 actually were officially participating in this sub-competition. The ranking of these solvers is nearly identical to the ranking in the unsatisfiable-instancesonly, only places 7 and 8 switched. Please note that the scores on satisfiable instances are computed in the context of the whole competition (not just considering the "complete" solvers, but also the local search solvers).
Conclusion
Resume on this year's competition
Regarding the set-up of the competition the two main targets have been fulfilled:
• The basic selection of the series' and benchmarks turned out to be suitable.
• The evaluation method has selected a ranking which seems to be fair.
Regarding the solver, on the unsatisfiability front not much has been gained, but new strong solvers showed up on the satisfiability front.
The next competition in 2007
Considering the selection of benchmarks and series, it seems reasonable to extend the choice to include also at least the mixed 2,3-CNF case. Whether also other types of random formulas should be considered (for example with variable clause-size, or "planted" satisfiable instances) is not clear to me: In the SAT 2003 r-competition (see [3] ) quite different types of random benchmarks were considered, but due to the very different natures of these benchmark types in the following year's competition (see [4] ) it was decided to use only uniform random instances.
How the scoring method will work out next time is hard to say -due to its global nature the method is sensitive against formation of "cliques" among the solvers, but it might be that it is not easy to misuse the system. It seems reasonable that the scoring system for the all-instances sub-competition should consider only eligible solvers (different from this competition, where all solvers have been taken into account for the scores). This year the influence of the diversity of series solved was considerably smaller than the influence of actual instances solved; one might thus consider to increase the standard series factor (which would be in line with previous SAT competitions).
More research must go into the quantitative understanding of the phase transition, extending the results from Section 2 to bigger numbers of variables and larger clausesizes. It is conceivable that the choice of densities for the large size instances had an effect on the competition, and that with a different setting a different outcome would have resulted (using higher densities, making the instances harder); using the SP-algorithm ([6]) might allow to move closer to the 50%-densities). Regarding the basic set-up the following recommendations seem reasonable to me:
(a) Medium size: One could still use the same parameter value (roughly adding 20 variables doubles the running time on unsatisfiable instances); in case one has special indication about progress perhaps one could shift the set from 300, . . . , 600 to 350, . . . , 650.
(b) Large size: I propose n = 4000, 7000, 10000, 13000, 16000, 19000.
k = 5:
(a) Medium size: Could also be repeated (the densities could be fine-tuned, but likely this has no big effect).
(b) Large size: Perhaps a slight increase, say, n = 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100.
3. k = 7:
(a) Medium size: As for k = 5. [8] Scott Kirkpatrick and Bart Selman. Critical behaviour in the satisfiability of random boolean expressions. Science, 264:1297-1301, 1994.
[9] Oliver Kullmann. First report on an adaptive density based branching rule for DLL-like SAT solvers, using a database for mixed random conjunctive normal forms created using the advanced encryption standard (AES Appendix A. Experimental data on the satisfiability threshold Table 1 : Estimated 50% densitiesd 1 (0.5, n) together with the probability of the event E, that for the true 50% density d 1 (0.5, n) we haveρ l (0.5, n) < d 1 (0.5, n) ≤ρ l (0.5, n), using the fixed estimations of ρ l (0.5, n) and ρ r (0.5, n) given in the second column (together with the corresponding clause numbers); this probability is also the probability for ρ l (p, n) =ρ l (p, n) using the fixed observed "left" density (for all statistical computations the R system has been used, and values "1" just mean that for the given machine precision (on a 64-bit computer) the result is deemed by R to be indistinguishable from 1). In the third column one finds the 95% confidence intervals for Pr 1 (ρ, n) where ρ ∈ {ρ l (0.5, n),ρ r (0.5, n)}; the observed proportion Pr 1 (ρ, n) for density ρ l (0.5, n) resp. ρ r (0.5, n) is the centre of the respective confidence interval, while the sample sizes are given in the fourth column. Table 2 . Series with medium size benchmarks; k is clause-length, n the number of variables, c the number of clauses, ρ = c n the density. In the last two columns the number of solvers which have solved the satisfiable respectively unsatisfiable sub-series (that is, have solved at least one satisfiable resp. unsatisfiable instance) is shown together with the resulting series purse (the total series purse is 3000). Table 3 . Series with large size benchmarks; k is clause-length, n the number of variables, c the number of clauses, ρ = c n the density. In the last column the number of solvers which have solved the series (that is, have solved at least one instance) is shown together with the resulting series purse (the total series purse is 3000; recall that all instances here are (supposed to be) satisfiable).
k
12000 20 k5-r20-v600 2 1500 700 14000 20 k5-r20-v700 2 1500 800 16000 20 k5-r20-v800 2 1500 900 18000 20 k5-r20-v900 1 3000 1000 20000 20 k5-r20-v1000 1 3000 7 120 10200 85 k7-r85-v120 6 500 140 11900 85 k7-r85-v140 5 600 160 13600 85 k7-r85-v160 4 750 180 15300 85 k7-r85-v180 1 3000 200 17000 85 k7-r85-v200 1 3000 220 18700 85 k7-r85-v220 0 Table 4 : The medium size benchmarks of the r-competition in detail. Using the first four columns, the instances can be created from OKgenerator; consider for example the very first row: The (satisfiable) instance with the r-competition name "bench1902" has been created by the call "OKgenerator s0=1 s1=21 n=300 l=3 cp=1279 nr0=0 nr1=0 -D -o.cnf" (looking up the number of clauses in Table 2 ); s 0 is the computer-identification, s 1 the experiment-identification, while (nr 0 , nr 1 ) is the counter (and "-D" switches to Dimacs-output (default is XML), while "-o" generates the output). In the column "problem-p" the number of solvers which have solved the instance is reported together with the resulting problem purse, while the last column reports the average time used. Table 5 : The large size benchmarks of the r-competition in detail. Using the first four columns, the instances can be created from OKgenerator; consider for example the very first row: The (satisfiable) instance with the r-competition name "bench1663" has been created by the call "OKgenerator s0=32 s1=2 n=2000 l=3 cp=8400 nr0=0 nr1=0 -D -o.cnf" (looking up the number of clauses in Table   3 ); s 0 is the computer-identification, s 1 the experiment-identification, while (nr 0 , nr 1 ) is the counter (and "-D" switches to Dimacs-output (default is XML), while "-o" generates the output). In the column "problem-p" the number of solvers which have solved the instance is reported together with the resulting problem purse, while the last column reports the average time used. An entry "1 * " in the sat-column indicates that we have been able to determine the satisfiability of the instance only after the competition (so these instances seem to be quite hard), while a question mark indicates that the instance has not been solved yet at all (despite running several solvers for weeks; two such (very hard) instances remain, one for k = 3, n = 12000, and the other for k = 7, n = 220). Table 6 . Scores of all solvers on all instances ("large size" and "medium size"), showing the total score and the partial scores according to (13); "# p" is the number of benchmarks solved (out of 105 + 285 = 39 · 10 = 390 benchmarks in total), and "# s" is the number of series solved (out of 3 · 7 + 3 · 6 = 39 series in total). The framed solvers solved at least one unsatisfiable random instance and thus were eligible to win a price, while the five underlined solvers solved unsatisfiable instances in other sub-competitions but no unsatisfiable random instance (the remaining solvers are local search solvers only capable of solving satisfiable instances Table 7 . Scores of all solvers on satisfiable instances ("large size" and "medium size") which solved at least one instance, showing the total score and the partial scores according to (13); "# p" is the number of benchmarks solved (out of 3 · 7 · 5 + 3 · 6 · 10 = 285 benchmarks in total), and "# s" is the number of series solved (out of 3 · 7 + 3 · 6 = 39 series in total). Altogether 231 benchmarks have been solved and 38 series, and thus the sum over problem and speed purse is 231 · 1000 = 231000, while the sum over the series purse is 38 · 3000 = 114000 (up to rounding effects Table 9 . Lexicographical order of solvers for clause-length k = 3 on unsatisfiable instances (all solvers are shown which solved at least one instance); the entry "5 : 1997" at the left top for example means that 5 instances of the series with 500 variables have been solved, and this using an average running time of 1997s. All series contain 5 (unsatisfiable) instances, and no solver solved any (unsatisfiable) instance with n ∈ {550, 600}. 
